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Foreword
Our world is changing. In less than 20 years it will have changed in ways we can barely imagine. This new world will open the door to new opportunities and new ways to
express our creativity and resourcefulness. Change is to be embraced, but to make sure we rise to the challenges of the future, we must prepare ourselves now.
The relationship between the economic well-being of our nation and the school curriculum is complex and subtle. The talent of our young people is the country’s most precious
resource. It needs to be nurtured within the school curriculum so that the workforce of the future is in a strong position to respond in an energetic and resolute way to the
demands of global markets. Whatever their future employment, it is likely that every individual will need to update their skills and knowledge quite radically several times
during their career. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the worlds of industry and commerce. So it is important to provide our young people with creative and flexible
learning skills to cope with their changing world.
The Young Foresight initiative develops creativity, enterprise and innovation among young people. The revised and new materials will add to its impact and effectiveness.
These provide vital learning experiences by giving its participants an insight into the worlds of industry and commerce and so promote the skills and attitudes necessary to take
a positive and active part in this future world.
Young Foresight also aims to give pupils direct experience in the skills needed to create a successful product or service - from concept to design to adaptability in the market.
It encourages pupils to think about and anticipate future trends and consumer needs and then design products and services that will perform well in a world that has not yet
arrived.
The pupils will be supported by ambassadors drawn from the local business community who will help them to think about the practical aspects of product design and changing
market trends. This collaboration will take design & technology into the future and bring it to life in the classroom. The initiative works particularly well in Year 9 when all
pupils are required to study design & technology as part of the National Curriculum.
Young Foresight is about taking action now to prepare our young people for the future. It is also about having fun. We hope that you will choose to participate and take full
advantage of this important initiative.
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Introduction
Welcome to Young Foresight. This ‘designing for the future’ is the fourth of five short
booklets designed to help you make the most of Young Foresight in your school.
It describes flexible approaches to enabling your pupils to use what they
have learned in the Young Foresight toolkit to develop innovative
designs for products and services for the future.
The first booklet ‘teacher guide’ describes how Young Foresight
challenges orthodox practice and provides you with a range of
teaching approaches and resources that will enable you to improve
your pupils’ design skills, creativity, group working and communications skills.
The second booklet, ‘toolkit teaching’, describes in detail how you can
use each worksheet to good effect in providing the knowledge,
understanding and skills that your pupils will need to design products
and services suitable for a world that has yet to arrive.
The third booklet ‘toolkit worksheets’ contains the worksheet copy masters.
The fifth booklet ‘young foresight guide to sketching’ provides
activities to enhance pupils’ sketching ability.
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Unit teaching notes
This section contains a set of notes for each of the activities in Designing for the future to help you enable your pupils to respond creatively and fluently in using the Young
Foresight Toolkit to design products and services for the future. The first two sets of notes describe ways to provide stimulus that will enable creative responses. The next three
describe how to get the most from the television programmes that introduce pupils to new and emerging technologies. The final set of notes describes how you can use the
Young Foresight Design Guide to provide a flexible framework for pupils’ design activity.

Unit teaching notes: DF1 What’s new since 25 years ago?
The purpose of this activity is to set the scene for pupils to be able to respond
creatively to the task of designing products and services for the future.
This activity is intended to give pupils an insight into the range of new products and
service development over the past 25 years. Through careful questioning you will be
able to help them identify some of the reasons behind these changes – a mix of new
technology, increased customer expectation, new markets, changes in patterns of
behaviour. In this way you can prepare your pupils for the ‘tetrahedron’ of issues that
they will need to consider when designing products and services for the future –
technology, people, markets and society. If your class is unsure about the arrival time
of certain products and services then a useful ‘finding out’ homework project can be
to ask older people at home. There are powerful opportunities through this homework
for your pupils to discuss with parents and grandparents their memories of the arrival
of new products and services and the impacts that this had on their lives, both the
benefits and the costs. The idea that products and services can make a difference to
the quality of life is an important one and a useful starting point for designing
products and services for the future. You can encourage pupils to ask two important
questions “How did this product or service make life better?” and “What would you
like to improve in the future?”.

shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF2 The same thing then and now – what’s changed?
Again the purpose of this activity is to set the scene for pupils to be able to respond
creatively to the task of designing products and services for the future.
You will need to provide your pupils with access to examples of the same or similar
products from the present and the past – at least 25 years apart. In the pilot phase of
Young Foresight teachers were able to do this by liaising with local museums and
local suppliers, e.g. a local garage was able to provide information on the same make
of car 30 years apart. The style of a product usually reflects the time in which it was
designed and the most obvious differences will be aesthetic. It will be important for
pupils to identify what it is about the appearance that gives clues to its age. It is
important for pupils to look beneath the surface styling and identify the way
materials and technology have been used in the product past and present. You can do
this through the use of questions. As with activity DF1 you can use this activity to
revisit the idea that products and services can make a difference to the quality of life
and use the homework activity to help pupils gain authentic insight into this through
the memories of older family members.
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Unit teaching notes: DF3 Getting the most from Electronic Communications Technology – The Future Of
Programme notes
Satellite technology
Inmarsat satellites orbit the Earth 36000 km above the surface supporting satellite
phones. As they do not use land lines they were unaffected by the disaster on
September 11th 2001 and were used to contact and co-ordinate emergency services.
Satellite phones need a lot of power to send and receive signals across such large
distances and are much bigger than an ordinary mobile phone; but this is changing.
Within 3 years they will be no bigger than a hand-held personal organiser computer.
The satellite phone network has great potential for providing emergency services as
indicated by the recent development of a small device that can record a person’s
heartbeat. For people suffering from a heart complaint and travelling on a long
distance flight this offers
reassurance and increased safety.
If they feel unwell their heartbeat
can be recorded and the recording
transmitted via satellite phone to
doctors on the ground who can
use the information to give the air
crew instructions for looking after
the passenger until the aeroplane
lands and the person can be
transferred to hospital.
Inmarsat satellites are large, as big as a double decker bus, weigh several tonnes and
cost millions of pounds to produce.

occurrence of man-made or natural disasters around the world and alerting
appropriate emergency services. As they are small they can be produced for
thousands rather than millions of pounds.
The Iridium Constellation satellites were launched to provide communications for
mobile phones and operate in a low orbit just 720 km above the surface of the Earth.
The use of land lines to route mobile phone signals made Iridium redundant almost
immediately and now there are 66 Iridium satellites orbiting the Earth with nothing
to do!
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ What new services will the world need in 20 years’ time and how could you use
satellite networks to provide them?

Fixed networks
Fixed networks use cables in the ground to carry communication signals. There are 31
million phone lines in the UK connected to 88,000 cabinets through 5,500 exchanges.
British Telecom (BT) have found out how to send large quantities of information down
these ordinary phone lines using a system called VDSL (Very high speed Digital
Subscriber Line) offering two-way broad band capability over the existing phone
network. They are developing office environments, which enable offices on opposite
sides of the world to work in a synchronised way, and considering providing similar
facilities for the home study. With this technology it will be possible to make video
phone calls from home just as we make audio calls now, and this sort of connection
to the internet will enable us to play highly interactive games with people in different
locations.

Not all satellites are as large. At Surrey Space Centre technologists have developed
micro satellites that are much smaller, the size of a television set, for use in a disaster
monitoring constellation (DMC) set of satellites. They are used for monitoring the

shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF3 Getting the most from Electronic Communications Technology – The Future Of
In the future BT sees much kitchen equipment connected to the internet so that it
can communicate with its manufacturer concerning the need for services or upgrade,
offering better after-sales services and building stronger relationships between
manufacturers and customers. BT speculates that in the future we won’t own kitchen
equipment but lease it as we do mobile phones, and pay for the service as we use it –
the pay-as-you-go washing machine. The standard cable that already makes up the
phone network contains 4,800 telephone lines, each made from a single copper wire.
BT claims it can provide VDSL to everyone with such a phone line.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ What services could VDSL (or broad band) bring into your home in the future?

Mobile networks
Third generation mobile phones are seen as a tool for your life enabling two way
visual and aural communication overlaid with links to the internet supporting email
and surfing.

If everyone in a city centre has one
of these units they can be in
contact with one another and
exchange text and data files. Shops
in the city centre can promote their
goods and special offers, friends
can be in touch with one another,
people can make new friends; there
are lots of possibilities. There is
important educational potential for
the developing world. If one unit has access to the Internet then all the other units
with which it can communicate have that access too. This will enable a wide range of
educational resources to be made available.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ If each person in your school had one of these what could you use it for?

The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ Once your mobile phone becomes your personal assistant what would you want it
to do?
But mobile phones can only transmit and receive signals over a short distance. To
operate they need the infrastructure of cables between aerials that relay these signals
over long distances. This is paid for by line rental and call costs. But it is possible to
have a communication system that doesn’t need this infrastructure. There is a
symbiotic network in which small computers that can transmit data via radio waves
over a range of 100 metres link together and pass information between one another.

6

Blue Tooth technology
Blue Tooth technology enables the hand set and head set in a mobile phone to be
completely separated yet function together in a data bubble 10 m in diameter. Unlike
infra-red communication the separate units do not have to be in line of sight to one
another. So using Blue Tooth technology you will be able to use your mobile phone to
communicate with a wide range of peripheral devices – personal organiser, computer,
scanner, fax machine. This technology has been applied to improving the stethoscope.
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Unit teaching notes: DF3 Getting the most from Electronic Communications Technology – The Future Of
Using Blue Tooth technology the part of the stethoscope that receives the sound
signal from the beating heart can be quite separate from the part that transmits the
sound to the listener. This enables the stethoscope design to be much more patientfriendly, and also for trainee doctors to hear what the expert doctor is hearing as they
can all be inside the Blue Tooth data bubble.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ What else could you see Blue Tooth technology being used for?

Computer interaction
The way we interact with computers has changed considerably over the past 30 years.
We now have voice activation software used to help surveyors work ‘hands free’ and
still communicate with their personal computers. The most recent developments
involve using thoughts to interact with computers.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ In the future we will be able to interact with our computers through touch, voice
and thought. How can we take advantage of this?

The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ In the future you will spend some of your time in virtual worlds and
environments. What will you and other people want to do there?
The Internet is evolving and one way that this is happening is through the
development of a Computing Grid that we will be able to plug into to get computer
services just as we get energy services now. We won’t own lots of different software
and a computer with lots of processing power, we will simply plug into the
Computing Grid and use what we need, when we need it. In fact this is happening to
some extent already with projects like SETI (Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence).
The SETI Project collects vast amounts of data from in-coming radio waves and
borrows computing power from computers that are idle or not being used to their full
capacity to analyse this data.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ What other large data-processing projects would you like to take part in?

Software is being developed that will enable us to create models of the world we see
inside our computers. Already it is possible to make a short movie from just two or
three still photographs.

shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF3 Getting the most from Electronics and Communication Technology – The Future Of
Before the programme

After showing Fixed networks

Ask the class the following questions.

Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.

❇ How many of their families have a telephone at home?

❇ What services could VDSL (or broad band) bring into your home in the future?

❇ How many of their family members have a mobile phone?

After showing Mobile networks

❇ How many of the families have a television at home?

Use these questions as the starting point for the brainstorm.

❇ How many of their families have Sky Digital or similar television at home?

❇ Once your mobile phone becomes your personal assistant what would you want it to do?

❇ How many of their families have a computer with Internet access at home?

❇ If each person in your school had a Cybiko unit what could you use it for?

Answers to these questions will establish the pervasiveness of ECT in our lives already.

After showing Blue Tooth technology

Explain to the class that they are going to watch the programme twice. First all the
way through without a break to get an overall impression and then broken up into a
series of short episodes with each episode ending with a question that will form the
starting point for small group brainstorms.

Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.

The programme was
shown to teachers
who had been involved
in the pilot phase of
Young Foresight and
they gave this advice
on how best to use it.

❇ What else can you see Blue Tooth technology being used for?

After showing Computer interaction
Use these questions as the starting point for the brainstorm.

After the first showing
Ask the class if they have any general comments.
Ask the class if anyone found a particular part of the programme especially interesting.
Answers to these questions will enable you to gauge the level of interest and identify
particularly relevant parts. You can use this feedback to decide which of the following
programme sections to use.

After showing Satellite technology

❇ In the future we will be able to interact with our computers through touch, voice
and thought. How can we take advantage of this?
❇ What other large data-processing projects would you like to take part in?

Later
Display the results of the brainstorms and discuss with the class which ideas for
products and services should be taken further.
Each group in the class should identify one or two areas of interest for further work.

Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.
❇ What new services will the world need in 20 years’ time and how might you use
satellite networks to provide them?
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For homework
Ask pupils to discuss their ideas for new products and services with members of their
family. They should make a short written record of their answers.

Note that there is a
worksheet DF3 Starter
questions for electronic
communications
technology in the
Worksheets Section of
this book, which you
can use to support this
activity.
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Unit teaching notes: DF4 Getting the most from Food Technology – The Future Of
Programme notes
Introduction
In developing the future of food we will need to consider the way we live, population
growth, consumer demand and the environment. We must ask if we can get safe,
healthy food from genetically engineered crops. Will vast amounts of processed food
be manufactured by robotic assembly lines? Will such food meet our health needs,
prolong our life and prevent serious diseases, or to be really healthy will we need to
use only natural foods and go organic?

Packaging and retail design
The initial appeal of food
products is communicated
through packaging and
decisions made when we look
at food on supermarket shelves
are made quickly; up to 80% of
the decisions being made
subconsciously. The eye mark
recorder uses two cameras to
track involuntary eye movement and point of view to reveal exactly what food
shoppers are looking at as they scan supermarket shelves in search of food. Research
with consumers has shown that they respond to simple visual cues and that
successful packaging provides this by means of easily recognisable and remembered
words and colours. This research is being extended to consider how we might buy
food in the future over the Internet. It is possible that we could visit a virtual store
that has a layout and shelf contents designed to meet our individual preferences.

Genetic modification
In 2020 it is estimated that the population of the UK will have risen to 60 million.
But there are fewer farmers to grow food for the population. Can the new technology
of genetic modification help? In fact genetic modification as such is not new. It has
been happening by selective breeding for thousands of years but this is a relatively
slow process. What is new is that now it can be made to happen very quickly. In using
genetic modification to produce new foods it will be necessary for farmers, scientists,
medical experts and food producers to work together. Genetic modification of food
promises considerable advantages, including increased crop production and improved
quality in terms of flavour, colour, texture and shelf life. But it does not stop here.
There is medical evidence that a diet rich in fruit and vegetables with a high pro
vitamin A activity can help reduce the risk of certain cancers and heart disease. It is
possible to modify fruit and vegetables to increase their level of pro vitamin A. This
leads to the interesting possibility of drug delivery via food rather than medicines. It
is important to be able to tell which food has been genetically modified and which
hasn’t and this can be easily achieved by giving the plant a colour different from its
natural colour. Tomatoes are easily modified genetically by treating small stem
sections with soil bacteria containing the desired gene. The resulting modified tomato
has to be tested and evaluated to see that it has the desired qualities and is safe. This
may take several years. This technology is now being applied to other fruits and
vegetables.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ Using genetic engineering you could design fruit with added vitamins or vaccines,
crops with their own insecticide, foods that no longer cause allergic reactions or
fruits and vegetables that stay fresh and ripen when you need them. Which food
would you grow and who would benefit from it?

The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ Walk around a supermarket. What products and brand names attract your eye?
❇ As designers of the future what can you learn from these observations?
❇ The Internet has already revolutionised the way we communicate. Imagine how it
might change the way we buy food. What would you like in your virtual store?
shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF4 Getting the most from Food Technology – The Future Of
Our knowledge of health and nutrition will be a major influence on food in the future.
We already know a lot about the role of vitamins and minerals and we are beginning
to understand the role of more subtle materials such as anti-oxidants. It is likely that
in the future people will use food choices as the basis for preventative medicine;
medicine that prevents us getting the degenerative diseases that our parents
suffered. By using information provided by an individual’s DNA it will be possible in
the future to develop food products that are personalised so that they provide
optimum nutrition for that individual.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ Using this technology what food would you design to give you an optimum life?
It will soon be possible to use our understanding of genetics to grow spare parts to
replace those parts that are wearing out. This technology may be used to grow food
materials that have never been part of a living creature; pork meat, for example, could
be grown using genetic material from pigs but this meat would have never been part of
living pig.

Manufacturing
We spend £2.2 billion each year on pre-packed food in the United Kingdom. Retailers,
chefs, food technologists and engineers work together in developing systems for the
mass production of these food products. One company launches 100 new food
products each year but creates and rejects over 1000 new product suggestions. The
ready meal is a successful item in their product range. In the future how will the
ready meal change? The same principles will apply to production – it has to be
adapted to take into account the different methods used for large scale. But there
will be greater controls on the use of additives. The industrial wok shown operates
continuously and produces egg-fried rice of a consistently high quality. The spring
rolls are assembled before deep-frying by using jets of compressed air to fold the
pastry in a consistent and repeatable manner.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ In the future we will need much greater quantities of food. What do you think are
the challenges of producing food on a large scale?

This raises a whole host of questions: Is it really meat? Could a vegetarian eat it?
What would a religious group that forbids eating pork say about eating this material?
It is important to realise that food is more than a collection of chemicals; the eating
of food is a social activity that most of us enjoy, and particular social occasions often
have special food associated with them. Whatever foods are produced through the
application of food technology it is important that they are safe, do not damage the
environment and do not create ethical dilemmas.
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Unit teaching notes: DF4 Getting the most from Food Technology – The Future Of
Ready meal sales will depend on social and demographic trends. Packaging will be
important not only to attract the customer to the product but also to provide
convenience in the way the product can be prepared. We already have self-heating
drinks so self-heating meals are an obvious next step. The relationship between the
food product and its method of preparation in the home will be an area to watch.
Functional foods will become more important. These are foods that provide more than
basic nutrition and make a contribution to staying healthy. Foods that contain
substances to lower cholesterol levels are already available but these are expensive
and not available to all members of society. It will be important that the costs and
benefits of such food products are well understood by the public.

Communication
To make sensible food choices people will need access to information about the food
products they are thinking of buying. The bar code of a food product can hold a great
deal of information about a food product, information that can be used by anyone
who can read the code. This electronic tagging will be applied to animals so that it
will be possible to track the origin of all meat and meat products back to the animal
from which they came. For the general public it will be the mobile phone that they
use to read the information on bar codes. They will be able to construct their personal
food requirements’ file on their home computer, which can be read by their mobile
phone over the Internet. This can then be compared with the food product
information in the bar code indicate whether the food product is suitable and meets
their requirements. And consumers will be able to use their mobile phone like a credit
card and pay for what they have bought simply by scanning with their phone.

interesting organic food. It has been eaten for centuries and is both nutritious and
healing. It is non toxic and contains all the minerals and many of the vitamins needed
by the body in a quickly absorbed form. It is also high in anti-oxidants, which clean
the body of free radicals. The wheat grass extract must be drunk within 5-10 minutes
of juicing as the nutrients degenerate quite quickly.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ What other food products can you design to get the benefits from wheat grass?
Losses through the BSE crisis are estimated to be costing this country £250 million
each month. The system for producing meat is breaking down as supermarkets put
pressure on farmers to cut costs and increase production. Organic meat producers
resist these pressures with the result that their meat is expensive – but should we
perhaps ask if conventional meat is too cheap?
The commentary asks the pupil:
In designing food products for the future we have to ask three questions:
❇ What is good for us?
❇ What is good for the agricultural industry?
❇ What is good for the environment?

The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ What new and interesting applications for bar code information can you think of?

Organic food
Consumers are beginning to demand fresh, unprocessed food. Organic food is fresh
and unprocessed and has had no synthetic chemicals added during growth, harvesting
or storage before it is sold. One store uses local producers to supply organic food
because it believes the quality is better, it wants to reduce the air miles associated
with the food it sells and because it wants to support local farmers. Wheat grass is an
shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF4 Getting the most from Food Technology – The Future Of
Before the programme

After showing Manufacturing

Ask the class the following questions.

Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.

❇ Who decides what you eat at home?

❇ In the future we will need much greater quantities of food. What do you think are
the challenges of producing food on a large scale?

❇ What sorts of food do you eat?
❇ Where does your family buy these foods?
❇ Where do they come from?
❇ How can you tell what they contain?
❇ Are there any foods that you won’t eat because you think they aren’t safe?
Answers to these questions will give you insight into your pupils’ current awareness of
the food industry, any concerns about food and their level of interest in particular features.
You can use this feedback to decide which of the following programme sections to use.
Tell the class that they are going to watch the programme in sections. Explain that
each section ends with a question and they will use that as the starting point for
small group brainstorms.

After showing Communication
Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.
❇ What new and interesting applications for bar code information can you think of?

After showing Organic
Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.
❇ What other food products can you design to get the benefits from wheat grass?
In designing food products for the future we have to ask three questions:
❇ What is good for us?
❇ What is good for the agricultural industry?

After showing Packaging and retail design

❇ What is good for the environment?

When you walk around a supermarket, ask yourself these questions.

Later

❇ What products and brand names attract my eye?

Display the results of the brainstorms and discuss with the class which ideas for
products and services should be taken further.

❇ As designers of the future what can I learn from these observations?
❇ The Internet has already revolutionised the way we communicate. Imagine the
potential it has to change the way we buy food. What would I like in my virtual
store?

Each group in the class should identify one or two areas of interest for further work.

After showing Genetic modification

Ask pupils to discuss their ideas for new products and services with members of their
family. They should make a short written record of their answers.

Use these questions as the starting point for the brainstorm.
❇ Using genetic engineering you could design fruit with added vitamins or vaccines,
crops with their own insecticide, foods that no longer cause allergic reactions or
fruits and vegetables that stay fresh and ripen when you need them. Which food
would you grow and who would benefit from it?

The programme was
shown to teachers
who had been involved
in the pilot phase of
Young Foresight and
they gave this advice
on how best to use it.

For homework

Note that there is a
worksheet DF4 Starter
questions for Food
Technology in the
Worksheet section of
this book which you can
use to support this
activity.

❇ Using this technology what food would you design to give you an optimum life?
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Unit teaching notes: DF5: Getting the most from Materials Technology – The Future Of
Programme notes
Car safety
Cars are travelling faster yet getting safer. We expect more in terms of performance,
safety and speed in all sorts of cars - Formula 1, sports models and those we use
everyday. Most innovations are powered by developments in Formula 1 racing cars.
These cars are so powerful that they travel at over 200 mph. This requires decisions to
be taken in a fraction of a second so that the greatest risk is that of human error. The
faster the cars travel the greater the impact on collision. Formula 1 racing cars are
designed so that the damage caused by this impact is minimised. The body panels are
made of carbon fibre and aluminium in a honeycomb structure that is stiff and light
but shatters on impact, absorbing the energy of the impact without distorting. This
allows the driver to walk away
unharmed from a 150 mph collision.
The low density is important
because adding extra weight to a
Formula 1 racing car significantly
affects the speed. These
developments can be applied to
everyday cars resulting in much
lighter bodies, producing cars that
are less heavy and safer because
they are able to stop more quickly.
They will require less powerful engines, which will save energy and generate less
pollution.
The commentary asks the pupil:

Shape memory metal
Spectacle frames that can be twisted completely out of shape without breaking and
on release return to their original shape are made of a super-elastic metal alloy. These
alloys can remember their original configurations. In some the memory is temperature
dependent.
A wire made from temperature dependent shape memory metal is easily distorted
into a new shape and stays in that shape until its temperature is raised to a critical
level when it returns to its original shape. This wire can be woven into fabrics
producing clothes that can be ‘ironed’ using a hair drier. As the creased clothing is
warmed up the temperature-sensitive shape memory metal returns to its original
form leaving the clothing crease-free. Temperature-sensitive shape memory metal is
being used to reduce the noise of jets as they take off and land. On the ground and at
low altitudes the high temperature causes the exit nozzle in the jet engines to form a
shape that results in turbulence. This turbulence disperses the sound waves so that
the noise of the engine is reduced. This reduces the efficiency of the engine but as
only low speeds are required for take-off and landing this is acceptable. At higher
altitudes where the temperature is much lower another nozzle made from
temperature-sensitive shape memory metal takes over giving a shape that causes no
turbulence, is efficient but much more noisy. On landing the process is reversed.
NASA is working towards the use of shape memory metal to produce a morphing
aircraft – an aircraft that can change its shape according to flying conditions
controlled by a ‘central nervous system’ of electrical circuits.
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ Shape memory metal has many applications: non-iron clothing, jet engines,
aircraft, heat sensitive switches. What other applications can you think of?

❇ How do you think this new technology can be used in the future to improve
safety in transport? Can you think of any other applications for this material?

shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF5: Getting the most from Materials Technology – The Future Of
Smart fabrics
Service personnel need to wear clothing that can protect them from biological and
chemical hazards. Such clothing is tested using sensors attached to a robot manikin.
The sensors detect any hazardous agent that gets through the clothing. It is
important to have a fabric that is completely repellent but also breathable, allowing
the wearer to move freely at any temperature. This rules out suits made from thin
sheet plastic. Most fabrics are only semi-repellent, as wherever there are seams or
zips the hazardous agent can seep through. Scientists at the Ministry of Defence have
developed a way of coating each individual fibre in a fabric with a repellent agent,
giving a suit that is wearable in a variety of conditions and provides complete
protection from biological and chemical agents. In the future everyday fabrics could
be coated with such repellent agents resulting in clothes that need never be washed.
Weaving fine conductive wires into textiles can make touch-sensitive fabrics. These
will enable the integration of electronic devices into textile items – the clothes we
wear, the furnishings we use. Electronics will cease to be hard and plastics-based but
will literally be integrated into the fabric of our lives.
This interaction between hard-edged technology and arts-based media, is an
indication of the way new developments will be the result of people from widely
different disciplines working together – scientists, fashion designers, textile
technologists, product designers, social historians, social anthropologists. Already we
have a prototype roll-up keyboard, and textile monitors and fabrics that display
brightly coloured images when connected to low voltages. Clothing that incorporates
the technology we now carry around as separate artefacts is not far off; clothing that
includes radio receiver, mp3 player, headphones, mobile phone and personal organiser
will be commonplace. A suit for young children that includes a small digital camera
to enable parents to see where they are and who they are with will be here soon. And
a jacket that gives you massage in accordance with your biorhythms could be at your
local clothes store.
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The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ The future will see us use fabrics in many ways, from visual displays to keyboards,
to clothes that conduct electricity and never need washing. What kinds of fabric
would you use for the future and how would you use them?

Nanotechnology
There has been a revolution in materials science because scientists can use powerful
electron microscopes to see AND manipulate atoms and molecules. This has enabled
them to construct synthetic bone that will not be rejected by a human host. It is also
possible to construct biosensors, which can carry out several blood tests from a single
drop of blood. This will save time and money in the National Health Service. It may
also lead to a situation where it is possible for a baby to be tested for potential
illnesses before being born. The most innovative idea is that of nanomachines – small
assemblies of atoms that form gears, electric motors, tiny robots perhaps, and even
powerful miniature computers that can exist inside our bodies forming an artificial
immune system that could repair damaged cells, prevent cancer and even interact
with our DNA to reverse the ageing process. This is not science fiction; it is what
teams of scientists and technologists from different disciplines are working on now.
Their intentions are benign; they want to help people and they want to improve the
quality of our lives, but will they?
The commentary asks the pupil:
❇ The medical field could be
revolutionised by
nanotechnology. What
applications can you think of
for nanotechnology and what
would you design?
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Unit teaching notes: DF5: Getting the most from Materials Technology – The Future Of

The programme was
shown to teachers
who had been
involved in the pilot
phase of Young
Foresight and they
gave this advice on
how best to use it.

Before the programme

After showing Smart fabrics

Ask the class the following questions.

Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.

❇ Which materials are difficult to bend?

❇ The future will see us use fabrics in many ways, from visual displays to keyboards,
to clothes that conduct electricity and never need washing. What kinds of fabric
would you use for the future and how would you use them?

❇ Which materials are difficult to break?
❇ Which solid materials are very light?
❇ What happens to solid materials when they get hot?
❇ Which textile materials are waterproof?
❇ Which textile materials are good for sportswear?
❇ What might bio materials be?

After showing Nanotechnology
Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.
❇ The medical field could be revolutionised by nanotechnology. What applications
can you think of for nanotechnology and what would you design?

Later
Answers to these questions will give you insight into your pupils’ current awareness
of modern materials and their level of interest in particular features. You can use this
feedback to decide which of the following programme sections to use.

Display the results of the brainstorms and discuss with the class which ideas for
products and services should be taken further.
Each group in the class should identify one or two areas of interest for further work.

Note that there is a
work sheet DF5 Starter
questions for modern
materials in the
Worksheet section of
this book, which you
can use to support this
activity.

Tell the class that they are going to watch the programme in sections. Explain that
each section ends with a question and they will use that as the starting point for
small group brainstorms.

After showing Car safety
Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.

For homework
Ask pupils to discuss their ideas for new products and services with members of their
family. They should make a short written record of their answers.

❇ How do you think this new technology can be used in the future to improve
safety in transport? Can you think of any other applications for this material?

After showing Shape memory metal
Use this question as the starting point for the brainstorm.
❇ Shape memory metal has many applications: non-iron clothing, jet engines,
aircraft, heat sensitive switches. What applications can you think of using shape
memory metal?

shaping things to come
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Unit teaching notes: DF6 The Young Foresight Design Guide
You can use the Young Foresight Design Guide as a reminder of the path that pupils
should follow in developing products and services for the future. It is important that
this does not become a slavish jumping through hoops. It is frequently important for
pupils to spend time generating a wide range of ideas before selecting one or two
with particular potential. Occasionally a group of pupils lights on a really good idea
immediately. If, in your professional judgement, that has happened then you can
allow this group to move into developing this idea.
Whatever starting point you use – technology, society, markets or people, it is
important that pupils consider each of these four features in their work. Many
teachers have found that the first set of presentations give several groups, if not the
whole class, cause for thought. You may find it necessary to discuss with the class
groups taking on ideas generated initially by different groups.
Some schools have used older pupils, usually from year 12 or 13, with more developed
graphics and modelling skills to help groups of pupils visualise their ideas. These older
pupils act under the directions of the groups they are assigned to developing high
impact visuals of their ideas in both 2D and 3D. It is important that they are briefed
clearly as it is all too easy for them to take over and develop the design ideas along
their own lines rather than respond to the ideas of the younger pupils.

Some teachers have adopted an immersive approach to this part of the Young
Foresight Programme giving over one or two days to the process. This requires
advance planning and negotiation with senior management but has proved a very
useful strategy for capitalising on the toolkit teaching and providing pupils with a
fast paced intense design experience.

You may find it
necessary to discuss
with the class groups
taking on ideas
generated initially by
different groups.

Some schools have
used older pupils to
help groups of pupils
visualise their ideas.

Some teachers have
adopted an immersive
approach.

The activity sheets for
Young Foresight
Designing for the future
are available as
photocopy masters in
the Worksheet section
of this book.
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The Young Foresight Promise to Pupils
Through the Young Foresight Programme you will get much better at designing.
Your creativity will improve and you will understand more about really modern
technology and the way it will affect our life in the future.
Your communication skills will increase and you will be able
to work well with other pupils and learn from them.
You will do well at technology and design;
much better than you ever thought you could!

shaping things to come

“students did better than in normal D&T lessons …
they revealed strengths and qualities I hadn’t seen before”
a design and technology teacher
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